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Q1 Which District or Region did you represent?
Answered: 106 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 106
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Q2 Please select your overall satisfaction level of the event.
Answered: 106 Skipped: 0

1.89%
2

5.66%
6

29.25%
31

50.00%
53

13.21%
14

 
106

 
3.67

# IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO GIVE MORE DETAIL PLEASE WRITE THIS HERE: DATE

1 Team was to big, should changing it back to surf league 5/9/2018 6:47 AM

2 Canoe arena didn't follow programme and live events website had some events mis-named so we
couldn't find what lane we were in. Ended up relying on the officials to tell us the order of events
and our land draw.

2/22/2018 3:33 PM

3 Well run on time, organised professional staff. Surf conditions meant that there was a change in
arenas for us and that went without any issues.

2/21/2018 1:27 PM

4 Not as much communication and felt like you had to know people to feel welcome. 2/19/2018 11:55 AM

5 This has been held at ERCs x2, NRCs x 1 and CRCs x 1, but SRCs x0, how is this supporting the
whole country? Southern region teams can not supply a full strength team due to us always being
expected to travel instead of having the opportunity so host such a competition here when every
other reason can

2/16/2018 10:09 AM

6 Too much canoe 2/15/2018 4:10 PM

7 Would have been good to have all irb races at once. 2/14/2018 8:41 PM

8 Loved having IRB and racing at the same time as the surf guys 2/14/2018 3:56 PM

9 Was good to race difficult to race on a Monday when you’ve got to drive back the same day 2/14/2018 3:41 PM

10 Have the arenas so far apart it might as well have been to different events. Does bring the team
together when you cant support and cheer on your team mates. Ideal this should be a one arena.

2/14/2018 2:55 PM

11 Arena was in the worst possible place you could hold just because they wanted to have it all on
main beach. it shouldn't be because they want it on main beach it should be done on how fair the
conditions would be and trying to find the most fair not the least

2/14/2018 2:13 PM

12 Only challenge we had was that the lane draw/schedule for canoe didn't seem to be available
online and as our managers were down the other end of the beach with the other athletes we had
no idea what was going on. Would also be good if the tents were set up in a more practical
location. We couldn't use the canterbury tent as we couldn't see what was going on in the
arenas/was too far so we had to squeeze under another regions mini tent to get shade.

2/12/2018 10:14 AM

13 It was great to have IRB back in the Representative Challenge 2/9/2018 7:53 PM

(no label)
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14 The beach events felt very rushed, would have been nice to watch the males compete in the
beach events but couldn't due to the way it was run. Officials also didn't give enough time at the
beginning of the sprints to build blocks, we were getting rushed

2/9/2018 2:59 PM

15 The event was great. Just kids were tired from the weekend event . It needs it's own time. 2/9/2018 2:58 PM

16 There was good competition and there was always races with people from gisborne to watch
wherever you looked. Also the irb racing was cool to watch

2/9/2018 8:15 AM

17 It was well organised, ran very smoothly and it was a lot of fun! 2/9/2018 8:11 AM
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7.37% 7

91.58% 87

1.05% 1

Q3 Were the right amount of events available to compete in?
Answered: 95 Skipped: 11

TOTAL 95

Too much

Just right

Not enough
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Q4 If further events were to be included, what would you recommend be
included?

Answered: 26 Skipped: 80

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Double ski 2/16/2018 9:03 PM

2 Mixed canoe or a relay of some sort. Canoe with water starts. 2/16/2018 8:39 PM

3 6 man and woman taplin relay, 2km beach run (at the end of the day) 2/16/2018 11:23 AM

4 Canoe relay 2/16/2018 11:16 AM

5 Something where youth and open teams have to compete together 2/16/2018 10:11 AM

6 Dear love relay including irb 2/15/2018 4:11 PM

7 Dont add more, the day took too long for crafties, especially after three days of racing 2/14/2018 9:13 PM

8 None 2/14/2018 7:29 PM

9 Where everyone does a massive relay , cannos , irb , board ski swim etc 2/14/2018 3:58 PM

10 Maybe a dearlove would be good gets the whole team involved. 2/14/2018 2:55 PM

11 Same gender relays e.g ski & board 2/14/2018 2:28 PM

12 N/a 2/14/2018 2:15 PM

13 Maybe some sort of double ski or you could do a 8 person taplin with 4 guys and 4 girls 2/14/2018 1:58 PM

14 I think a dearlove relay as in the original surf league is needed. Us canoe and irb guys felt a bit
seperate from the rest of the competition and this would be the perfect chance for the others to
watch us compete and feel more part of a regional team.

2/13/2018 1:46 PM

15 Combine irb canoe and single disciplines in a relay. 2/9/2018 5:54 PM

16 Double Ski would be awesome 2/9/2018 5:54 PM

17 Boats would be nice 2/9/2018 4:14 PM

18 Not sure 2/9/2018 3:05 PM

19 Large lifeguard relay 2/9/2018 2:53 PM

20 No opinion 2/9/2018 2:01 PM

21 Double ski 2/9/2018 1:40 PM

22 MeGa relay 2/9/2018 1:33 PM

23 Surf boat 2/9/2018 1:09 PM

24 Surf boats should race on the same day.. the whole atmosphere of the event is epic so it would be
so good if everyone raced on the same day at the same place!

2/9/2018 1:08 PM

25 Not sure 2/9/2018 8:22 AM

26 Nothing 2/9/2018 8:13 AM
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5.32% 5

13.83% 13

80.85% 76

Q5 Was the 'pace' in which events were run...
Answered: 94 Skipped: 12

TOTAL 94
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29.35% 27

1.09% 1

43.48% 40

13.04% 12

13.04% 12

Q6 Would you like to see the 3 minute siren and lights system used again
at this event?
Answered: 92 Skipped: 14

TOTAL 92

# PLEASE FEEL FREE TO COMMENT ON ANY ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS ON HOW THE
SYSTEM MAY BE USED.

DATE

1 Too many variables that influence the length of a race. Safety becomes as issue if the previous
race isn't cleared before the next one starts and most races take more than 3 mins!

2/22/2018 3:35 PM

2 At times difficult hearing when in the starters hands so siren was good. 2/16/2018 8:39 PM

3 Its a good system but seems like it wouldnt allow for time it takes to move gear when gear is
getting shared within individual clubs over different heats/age groups

2/14/2018 9:13 PM

4 Was annoying 2/14/2018 9:07 PM

5 Have a proper start line for the irb instead of lining boats up anywhere on beach 2/14/2018 8:44 PM

6 3 minute siren wouldn’t work in canoe arena. Struggled to see the lights in the canoe arena. 2/14/2018 7:13 PM

7 I wasn’t aware of this system 2/14/2018 5:46 PM

8 Didnt see it in the craft arena so cant comment on that but three lights works well as most IRB
teams no this system well. Could even shorten this down to 2 lights so more pressure goes on the
teams to be prepared and working together.

2/14/2018 2:55 PM

Only in the
Canoe/IRB Arena

Only in Craft
Arena

In both Arenas

In none of the
Arenas

Please feel
free to comm...
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9 I would like to see the irb restricted to irb assembly, single and a teams race and canoe kept the
same and the two arenas joined. Otherwise some of the canoe guys can't be bothered doing it
when we can't be apart of the rest of the competition. But I loved being involved and thank you
scotty for running it.

2/13/2018 1:46 PM

10 No opinion 2/9/2018 2:01 PM

11 I’m not sure what this was 2/9/2018 8:22 AM

12 Didn't think it was used?? 2/9/2018 7:53 AM
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88.30% 83

11.70% 11

Q7 Was the programme run on the day well structured?
Answered: 94 Skipped: 12

TOTAL 94

Yes

No
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Q8 If you were to make any adjustments to the programme, what would
they be?

Answered: 27 Skipped: 79

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Surf league 5/9/2018 6:50 AM

2 Board and ski separated 2/16/2018 9:03 PM

3 For the arenas for canoe and craft to be the same so the team isn’t split. 2/16/2018 3:08 PM

4 None 2/16/2018 11:16 AM

5 As said in question 2 2/16/2018 10:11 AM

6 Combine the two arenas, don't have dedicated Canoe teams, just have the Surf Sport team
expanded by 2 each and have board/ski/swimmers/sprinters jump in the Canoe.

2/15/2018 10:30 AM

7 No break or shorter break in irb/canoe arena 2/14/2018 8:44 PM

8 None 2/14/2018 7:29 PM

9 The order of events in the canoe arena jumped around a bit, but that’s okay. 2/14/2018 7:13 PM

10 Have canoe run so that people who race craft can race canoe. 2/14/2018 5:46 PM

11 Don’t have the swim on low tide and the ski on high tide 2/14/2018 3:43 PM

12 One arena, IRB's single and assembly only, then a teams race (male and female combined).
Canoes only two short course races (run canoe run) then a mixed canoe race. Dearlove may be
able to take the mixed race place.

2/14/2018 2:55 PM

13 N/A 2/14/2018 2:15 PM

14 Clarify the beach events time and order. Was confusing and last minute changes were made to the
programme which made warm up a struggle. Also perhaps having a longer break inbetween
beach events or a water event inbetween sprints and flags!

2/14/2018 2:07 PM

15 They ran pre well 2/14/2018 1:58 PM

16 Potential to spread the beach events out slightly 2/13/2018 1:46 PM

17 I didn't do beach events but all their events were all in a row, maybe split it? 2/9/2018 5:54 PM

18 Would be nice if surf boats were there aswell so all craft is racing 2/9/2018 4:14 PM

19 Run the u19 and open taplin separate 2/9/2018 3:05 PM

20 If you are going to run all the beach events straight after each other, dont rush the athletes, and
allow enough time between the races to recovery, and build blocks for sprints. Other than that the
programme was structured well.

2/9/2018 3:04 PM

21 Stick to the original programme. Team selections were based on who's doing a race and who
could do the next race. Changing it made kids do event after event in some cases and caused
tired racing as a result.

2/9/2018 3:02 PM

22 Flipping the order of flags and sprints meant the open men hadn't warmed up adequately and
running all the beach events back to back put us at risk of injury/rewarded fitness over speed.
Maybe run flags in the morning and finish the day with sprint/relay.

2/9/2018 2:01 PM

23 Speed up the irb/canoe arena 2/9/2018 1:09 PM

24 Run all water then all land rather than breaking from water in the middle of the day to do land then
going back to the water

2/9/2018 1:08 PM

25 Having the beach events in the middle of the day in the heat of the day made racing hard after. I’m
not sure how the land crabs felt but in the craft/ irb arena we had all got too relaxed . Took a whole
race to get going again

2/9/2018 9:07 AM
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26 Not sure 2/9/2018 8:22 AM

27 Somehow so the canoe athletes could see more of what was going on down the beach 2/9/2018 8:11 AM
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59.78% 55

38.04% 35

2.17% 2

Q9 How many days would you like this event to be run over?
Answered: 92 Skipped: 14

TOTAL 92
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53.85% 49

46.15% 42

Q10 Would you like to see the event run after ERCs next season?
Answered: 91 Skipped: 15

TOTAL 91

Yes

No
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20.43% 19

68.82% 64

10.75% 10

Q11 How many arenas would you like the event run under?
Answered: 93 Skipped: 13

TOTAL 93

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Surf athlete area and irb plus canoe area 2/15/2018 7:56 PM

2 As stated above, 1 arena for both with smaller teams. 2/15/2018 10:30 AM

3 3arenas. Boys, girls and craft 2/14/2018 7:15 PM

4 It was good on Monday when canoe was on the same beach as the craft. It was too iscolated
during ercs

2/14/2018 7:13 PM

5 I didn’t like that IRB are included in the event 2/14/2018 5:46 PM

6 Same as this year. 2/14/2018 2:07 PM

7 Like lion foundation surf league 2/9/2018 5:54 PM

8 No opinion 2/9/2018 2:01 PM

9 Would be cool to get a third arena going and include surf boats on the same day.. otherwise two
arenas again

2/9/2018 1:08 PM

10 Thought the day was a long one for water events . Not sure how you’d sort that. Great having irb
and canoe together

2/9/2018 9:07 AM

One

Two (Craft and
Canoe/IRB)

Other (please
specify)
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85.23% 75

14.77% 13

Q12 Did the beach layout work well?
Answered: 88 Skipped: 18

TOTAL 88

# IF NO, WHAT WERE YOUR CONCERNS: DATE

1 It was great having canoes and IRBs alongside other athletes. 2/22/2018 3:36 PM

2 Would like a bigger area to watch the flags and sprints 2/15/2018 7:58 PM

3 As a competitor we only see the disciplines we face in. It'd be great to have it all in one. This
would also create a better atmosphere.

2/15/2018 4:13 PM

4 It worked but teams were separated between 2 arenas 2/14/2018 6:47 PM

5 Poor use of the beach space across the board. Arenas did not need to be that far apart. Go back to
the model that has worked well in the past (surf league). This was only cancelled due to SLSNZ
having no money not because the event didn't work.

2/14/2018 2:55 PM

6 Just one arena in future. Obviously the surf changed things but the team tents were an awesome
idea if the arena was in front of these.

2/13/2018 1:50 PM

7 The regions big white tents being set up away from the arena 2/12/2018 2:40 PM

8 Having the beach arena between the tents and the arenas meant the tents weren't practical for
athletes as due to the fast pace of the event we needed to be down at the arenas to ensure we
could keep track of events...and also we couldn't spectate from them.

2/12/2018 10:19 AM

9 Unable to watch any of the craft events if part of canoe/irb arena 2/9/2018 1:11 PM

10 The Mount is such an unfair beach. Really needed to have irb/ canoe arena not by rip areas so it’s
nit luck of the lane draw when there’s surf. As always there needs to be someone that knows how
to read the waves/ surf and conditions for best placement

2/9/2018 9:14 AM

11 Too far between arenas 2/9/2018 8:15 AM

12 Wasn't much connection between irb/canoe and the other arena 2/9/2018 8:12 AM

Yes

No
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Q13 What improvements would you recommend in relation to the beach
and water arena set up in the future?

Answered: 29 Skipped: 77

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Travelling teams are limited with what gear they can bring. Whilst we had one tent for the
Canterbury arena it was in the middle of the beach to be fair to everyone. Due to the very high
temperatures and the time spent at your arena so you don't miss a marshalling an improvement
would be a shade tent in each age group that could be used by all or any travelling teams.

2/21/2018 1:34 PM

2 Beach arena was way to hot felt like I was sprinting to shade after every race 2/19/2018 11:58 AM

3 Have them closer together 2/16/2018 11:17 AM

4 K 2/16/2018 10:11 AM

5 nothing very good. 2/15/2018 9:11 PM

6 One arena so all disciplines are exposed 2/15/2018 4:13 PM

7 None 2/14/2018 7:31 PM

8 Arenas closer to regional tents 2/14/2018 7:22 PM

9 The beach arena was in the way of access to other arenas 2/14/2018 7:16 PM

10 More than just one tent for each team since there are two arenas 2/14/2018 6:48 PM

11 The actual race courses were too long, the cans needed to be brought in (girls arena) 2/14/2018 5:48 PM

12 I liked the set up - it was a good distance between water and tents and easy access to everything 2/14/2018 3:11 PM

13 One Arena, district tents and one end of the arena 2/14/2018 2:55 PM

14 Make sure that the conditions for each team/racer is fair or close to it. Not favouring one end of the
arean

2/14/2018 2:17 PM

15 As above 2/13/2018 1:50 PM

16 more accessible tents 2/12/2018 2:40 PM

17 As above. 2/12/2018 10:19 AM

18 Grand stands and stalls physio? 2/9/2018 5:55 PM

19 Nah it was well setup 2/9/2018 4:15 PM

20 Not sure 2/9/2018 3:07 PM

21 Nothing that I know of 2/9/2018 3:07 PM

22 Possibly run canoes and irbs with the craft events. But was a good start. 2/9/2018 3:05 PM

23 No opinion 2/9/2018 2:02 PM

24 - 2/9/2018 1:11 PM

25 Arenas were set up real good already 2/9/2018 1:10 PM

26 For craft arena( not irb / canoe) gear pens as have been used in the past . 2/9/2018 9:14 AM

27 Not sure 2/9/2018 8:28 AM

28 Don’t hold it on the mount beach 2/9/2018 8:15 AM

29 N/A 2/9/2018 8:12 AM
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5.68% 5

17.05% 15

29.55% 26

47.73% 42

Q14 How would you rate Mount Maunganui as a venue?
Answered: 88 Skipped: 18

TOTAL 88

# COMMENTS: DATE

1 As a travelling team member we like the Mt Maunganui due to the varied accommodation and food
options within walking distance. Being able to fly to Auckland and drive or a direct flight from
Christchurch is also a great option.

2/21/2018 1:34 PM

2 it is good but it is nice to mix it up as obviously every beach in New Zealand is different and allows
for athletes to have a chance to race in there preferred condition now and then.

2/15/2018 9:11 PM

3 The Shore-Break is gnarly. When it forces drag starts it is frustrating as then we have to train
specifically for that for only Mount Manganui competitions. Also it is very difficult to start
Canoe/IRB races fairly in those conditions.

2/15/2018 10:32 AM

4 dry starts on canoe with that shore break was hard 2/14/2018 7:47 PM

5 Great for spectating, easy for all teams to get too. Good for accommodation. Challenging beach,
which makes for good racing.

2/14/2018 7:16 PM

6 Conditions can be very unfair 2/14/2018 6:47 PM

7 The town is good but the beach is bad and the shore dump is horrible 2/14/2018 3:44 PM

8 The shore dump is bad for ski at high tide. 2/14/2018 2:29 PM

9 Nice beach to swim at but it isn't exactly the most fair beach 2/14/2018 2:17 PM

Poor

Average

Good

Excellent
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10 It is unreliable and unlike MOST NZ beaches with the shore dump at high tide - for example ski
drag starts and dry finishes are a safety concern, especially when most athletes do not reguardley
- or at all - practice these skills, and so the fact that this is always a possibility at this beach is
unsafe and unfair.

2/12/2018 2:40 PM

11 Its an excellent venue becauae it provided challenging conditions that made racing very exciting
and interesting on the day

2/9/2018 1:10 PM

12 Great place but it’s full of holes, sand bars / rips and that Shorey is brutal. Makes exciting racing
but if there’s swell then it’s not fair for racing.

2/9/2018 9:14 AM

13 Great place suits to have ERCs and NPC following each other at the Mount 2/9/2018 7:56 AM
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Q15 What are your thoughts on rotating the event venue around the
Eastern Region Beaches (following ERCs) of Gisborne, Whakatane, Mt

Maunganui and Whangamata?
Answered: 67 Skipped: 39

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Keep it at the mount 5/9/2018 6:52 AM

2 Gisborne is ridiculously expensive and time consuming to get to! 2/22/2018 3:36 PM

3 Would these areas be able to accommodation the number of athletes during a summer holiday
season?

2/21/2018 1:34 PM

4 I think it is good sharing it around because it means that it’s not always a home advantage for the
clubbies from specific beaches

2/19/2018 1:11 PM

5 Yes 2/19/2018 11:58 AM

6 Yes that would be great 2/16/2018 9:03 PM

7 Would be good for some variation. 2/16/2018 8:40 PM

8 Good idea 2/16/2018 3:11 PM

9 It would be good 2/16/2018 11:17 AM

10 Keep it at the mount, creates a much better racing environment 2/16/2018 11:12 AM

11 NO 2/16/2018 10:11 AM

12 good idea will allow for some variation in racing and different conditions to compete in. 2/15/2018 9:11 PM

13 Would be awesome 2/15/2018 7:58 PM

14 Mount Maunganui is a great spectators beach. Gisborne could work but not whakatane or
Whangamata they're not surf lifesaving hubs

2/15/2018 4:13 PM

15 That sounds like a fantastic idea. However not a single day after Easterns. It needs to be a stand-
alone event over two days. I believe this would also add to the prestige.

2/15/2018 10:32 AM

16 Keep representative challenge in the Mount. 2/15/2018 7:54 AM

17 good 2/15/2018 6:15 AM

18 ERCs is a big events for some of us and adding the extra day at the end makes it hard to perform
well.

2/15/2018 5:31 AM

19 Mt Maunganui is the easiest for all travelling clubs to get to, so it is the best venue 2/14/2018 9:15 PM

20 Good 2/14/2018 9:08 PM

21 Yes please 2/14/2018 8:10 PM

22 i think it would be good to change it up and give the other beaches a crack 2/14/2018 7:47 PM

23 Would love that over racing at the mount 2/14/2018 7:31 PM

24 Accessibility to airports and cost of flights and time to get gear to the event and returned Home is
limiting participation of ALL regions. A subsidy system needs to be put in place. Or a total rotation
of npc around the regions involved.

2/14/2018 7:22 PM

25 The mount is the easiest place to get to for competitors. All the other places are so expensive to
get to from the South Island. Especially if nationals is in an out of the way town as well

2/14/2018 7:16 PM

26 Very good idea 2/14/2018 6:48 PM

27 Excellent idea 2/14/2018 5:48 PM

28 Nah mount main is perfect 2/14/2018 3:59 PM
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29 It would be a cool idea as you can get used to racing on different beaches around the Eastern
Bay.

2/14/2018 3:53 PM

30 Good change it up 2/14/2018 3:44 PM

31 I think that it’s a good idea - makes it better for those travelling far and fair on others to mix it up 2/14/2018 3:11 PM

32 I think that would be a really good idea as we would be able to race in different conditions at a new
beach

2/14/2018 2:56 PM

33 Why not the rest of New Zealand, why does it have to be with ERC's. Surf Lifesaving does exist in
other areas.

2/14/2018 2:55 PM

34 I think it would be good to change beach every year. 2/14/2018 2:29 PM

35 I believe it would be really good considering ERCs was at that same area before rep challenge so
there would be no travel. This could solve some problems

2/14/2018 2:17 PM

36 Mount beach works well for the lay out and competition but travelling is always good too. 2/14/2018 2:09 PM

37 awsome idea 2/14/2018 2:03 PM

38 I think it would be way beter 2 switch beaches every year 2/14/2018 1:59 PM

39 Yes rotate it 2/13/2018 9:24 PM

40 Good idea 2/13/2018 7:59 PM

41 No. We need the size of the mount beach ro allow the sprints to happen whenever in the
programme and not on the low tide.

2/13/2018 1:50 PM

42 Mt Maunganui is an excellent location to run the event. It brings back memories and feel of surf
league which I know many athletes loved. Taking this event away from Mount Maunganui doesn’t
quite have the same effect and feel to the event.

2/13/2018 1:48 PM

43 agree 2/12/2018 2:40 PM

44 For those travelling from out of town, particularly those who have to fly/coming from the South
Island, Tauranga is much easier to get to than the other venues, particularly Gisborne as we can
fly directly in/out. Moving it around would significantly hinder the south island regions ability to
attend this event.

2/12/2018 10:19 AM

45 This is a good idea 2/10/2018 1:33 PM

46 It would be good to mix it up 2/9/2018 5:55 PM

47 Yeah real good just a change will be nice 2/9/2018 4:15 PM

48 Yeah that would be cool 2/9/2018 3:07 PM

49 The mount is an excellent venue, however Gisborne and whangamata are also good venues to
hold such an event

2/9/2018 3:07 PM

50 Nup. Not after ercs at all. Easy option. Don't settle for mediocre 2/9/2018 3:05 PM

51 Following wherever ERCs is hosted is ideal so we can stay in our accomodation one more day
and not travel

2/9/2018 2:02 PM

52 It would be good to test athletes in all regions surf conditions 2/9/2018 1:33 PM

53 No 2/9/2018 1:19 PM

54 Yes 2/9/2018 1:11 PM

55 Gisborne is too far away 2/9/2018 1:11 PM

56 Whangamata and Mount not Whakatanr or Gisborne, it is too far especially if we've got work to get
back to.

2/9/2018 1:10 PM

57 As long as ERCs moves too this would be cool 2/9/2018 1:10 PM

58 Good 2/9/2018 1:05 PM

59 Do it!!! 2/9/2018 9:14 AM
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60 Personally I would rather have it kept at Mt maunganui as all the athletes are already there so it's
easier to find numbers, as if it was at a different venue it wouldn't be worth the cost and time to
drive to another city for just a couple of canoe races

2/9/2018 9:08 AM

61 good 2/9/2018 8:38 AM

62 I like competing at the mount but it would also be good to visit other beaches 2/9/2018 8:28 AM

63 Sounds good 2/9/2018 8:15 AM

64 I think this is a good idea as it gives everyone a change of venue 2/9/2018 8:14 AM

65 Much better. Although would be hard unless ERCs moved around also 2/9/2018 8:12 AM

66 Agree - good idea 2/9/2018 8:10 AM

67 Mount is the most accessible place to get too. Going to more remote beaches make the costs and
logistics too difficult. Already with canoe and irb added The total cost of the trip is just workable for
us

2/9/2018 7:56 AM
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32.10% 26

50.62% 41

8.64% 7

0.00% 0

8.64% 7

Q16 How satisfied were you with the commentary?
Answered: 81 Skipped: 25

TOTAL 81

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 it was a bit hard to hear and quiet at times 2/14/2018 7:49 PM

2 Prejudice to favoured regions. 2/14/2018 7:27 PM

3 Was great to get a mention in canoe arena. The guys knew their stuff! They were very personable
as well

2/14/2018 7:20 PM

4 It's anoying when the speaker is 2 loud and u can't here your arena calls 2/14/2018 2:02 PM

5 Too much Olivia Corrin 2/13/2018 7:59 PM

6 They were great, just need to sort irb helmet identification 2/9/2018 9:18 AM

7 Might have been a little hard to hear in canoe arena, but I might be getting confused with erc's 2/9/2018 9:13 AM

Extremely
Statisfied

Satisified

Unsatisfied

Extremely
Unsatified

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Extremely Statisfied

Satisified

Unsatisfied

Extremely Unsatified

Other (please specify)
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Q17 Do you have any recommendations on improving the Medal
Presentation ceremony?

Answered: 36 Skipped: 70

# RESPONSES DATE

1 More medals for different events? 2/22/2018 3:37 PM

2 More communication to when it’s going to be 2/19/2018 11:59 AM

3 Individual medals 2/16/2018 9:04 PM

4 Time 2/16/2018 8:41 PM

5 No 2/16/2018 3:13 PM

6 No 2/16/2018 11:18 AM

7 No 2/16/2018 10:12 AM

8 Give medals to top 3 of each events 2/15/2018 8:00 PM

9 Immediately after the event before everyone packs up and dissipates like the old surf league 2/15/2018 4:15 PM

10 Having the competiton over two days would improve the Medal Ceremony as there would be far
more time for it.

2/15/2018 10:33 AM

11 Only medals for 1st 2nd 3rd districts overall 2/15/2018 7:55 AM

12 Didn't wait for it got too late 2/14/2018 8:13 PM

13 None 2/14/2018 7:32 PM

14 No 2/14/2018 6:50 PM

15 No 2/14/2018 4:00 PM

16 no I thought it was a good pace and in a good position for everyone to see and be involved 2/14/2018 3:12 PM

17 Took to long after a long 3 and a half days on the beach 2/14/2018 2:55 PM

18 Dont wait till the end, do some during the day 2/14/2018 2:30 PM

19 N/A 2/14/2018 2:18 PM

20 Should present medals for each event. Allow time for this in the program 2/14/2018 2:02 PM

21 Call the names out way faster 2/14/2018 2:02 PM

22 No 2/13/2018 7:59 PM

23 Potentially just have an overall title instead of all individual events 2/13/2018 1:53 PM

24 Shame how most of the teams leave. It's awesome how individual events get medals but no one
stayed around which ruined the vibe.

2/13/2018 1:53 PM

25 Did not attend 2/12/2018 10:21 AM

26 No 2/9/2018 3:09 PM

27 Individual medals 2/9/2018 3:08 PM

28 At the end of its own day. We just wanted to get home 2/9/2018 3:07 PM

29 No 2/9/2018 2:02 PM

30 Do it earlier, individual medals would be cool if it can be done quickly 2/9/2018 1:13 PM

31 Have all the medals unwrapped before starting the presentations so that they can get through it
faster

2/9/2018 1:11 PM

32 Wait till all events r finished 2/9/2018 1:06 PM
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33 Always a hard one . It is what it is 2/9/2018 9:18 AM

34 Make it more of an event because we just went home because we didn’t win anything and needed
to get back to gisborne

2/9/2018 8:30 AM

35 It was allgood 2/9/2018 8:17 AM

36 Unsure 2/9/2018 8:13 AM
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69.23% 54

25.64% 20

5.13% 4

Q18 Would you prefer that only the top three overall teams receive
medals?

Answered: 78 Skipped: 28

TOTAL 78

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Each event should have medals 2/16/2018 3:13 PM

2 Don't actually know who received medals. 2/12/2018 10:21 AM

3 Don't mind 2/9/2018 5:57 PM

4 All prize winners get medals 2/9/2018 8:17 AM

Yes

No

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No

Other (please specify)
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8.75% 7

55.00% 44

13.75% 11

5.00% 4

17.50% 14

Q19 How satisfied were you with the new caps provided? 
Answered: 80 Skipped: 26

TOTAL 80

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Too big for most athletes heads 2/16/2018 3:13 PM

2 Didn’t fit my head 2/16/2018 10:12 AM

3 would be nice if hats were team colours and were the stretchy martial. Also if they match
throughout the team not different for youth and open.

2/15/2018 9:14 PM

4 Unsatisfied, too small or too big. Needed the elastic ones 2/14/2018 9:17 PM

5 The colour cap provided not even a region colour. Black or red. No one knew where they were
from.

2/14/2018 7:27 PM

6 Good to have the proper colours but the quality and size of the caps was poor 2/14/2018 6:49 PM

7 There wasn't enough 2/14/2018 2:02 PM

8 I managed to get a good cap, however I noticed some caps were far too big 2/13/2018 1:53 PM

9 Colour options for juniors were odd...Canterbury were given Pink and another region Red which
was confusing as Red is usually associated with Canterbury.

2/12/2018 10:21 AM

10 Northern had our own, so didn't try your caps. 2/9/2018 5:57 PM

11 They were to big for some heads... 2/9/2018 1:35 PM

Extremely
Satisified

Satisfied

Unsatisified

Extremely
Unsatisfied

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Extremely Satisified

Satisfied

Unsatisified

Extremely Unsatisfied

Other (please specify)
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12 Too many different sizes and not all stretch Lycra we emended up swapping and sharing a lot 2/9/2018 9:18 AM

13 Wasn't enough and sizes were all over the place 2/9/2018 9:13 AM

14 Two sizes of caps didn't fit everyone and pink hats for canterbury was a bit poor! 2/9/2018 7:58 AM
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75.31% 61

16.05% 13

8.64% 7

Q20 Would you like both the Youth and Open Teams provided with the
same new caps?

Answered: 81 Skipped: 25

TOTAL 81

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 It would be cool 2/19/2018 1:14 PM

2 The plain blue caps made it much easier 2 spot your teammate 2/14/2018 2:02 PM

3 At least more similar - representative of that regions colours - I had no idea which junior colour
corresponded with which region.

2/12/2018 10:21 AM

4 I dont mind 2/9/2018 4:16 PM

5 The all red ones were the best. 2/9/2018 3:07 PM

6 Yes as we didn't have enough youth ones for canoe and teams so we had a crew with all mixed
caps

2/9/2018 9:13 AM

7 Yes Red and black for canterbury with more sizes 2/9/2018 7:58 AM

Yes

No

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No

Other (please specify)
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89.29% 75

3.57% 3

7.14% 6

Q21 Would you like team vests provided by SLSNZ next season that
align to your district/regional colours?

Answered: 84 Skipped: 22

TOTAL 84

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 that would be good, or just the bright vests with region name on it. 2/15/2018 9:14 PM

2 It would make people stand out. Everyone in yellow is boring and hard to tell who is who 2/14/2018 7:20 PM

3 2 2/14/2018 2:45 PM

4 Everyone should have the same base colour but include a section of their regions country. For
example Coolangatta gold style vests but with pink and blue for the stripe (for the bop team)

2/13/2018 1:53 PM

5 Either that or the regions are required to have designed region coloured vests and slsnz helps
subsidised.

2/13/2018 1:53 PM

6 Not sure on that one 2/9/2018 9:13 AM

Yes

No

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No

Other (please specify)
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47.56% 39

46.34% 38

6.10% 5

Q22 Would you be willing to pay an extra $15.00 in entry fees to be able
to keep your cap?

Answered: 82 Skipped: 24

TOTAL 82

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Cap cannot be used any where else so no. 2/14/2018 7:27 PM

2 I probably wouldn’t wear it again. A vest however I would! 2/14/2018 7:20 PM

3 Don't mind 2/9/2018 5:57 PM

4 Depends on the cap, like the material it's made from 2/9/2018 9:13 AM

5 No they will go missing! 2/9/2018 7:58 AM

Yes

No

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No

Other (please specify)
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0.00% 0

4.88% 4

25.61% 21

50.00% 41

19.51% 16

Q23 Please rate the quality of the officiating at the NZRC:
Answered: 82 Skipped: 24

TOTAL 82

# DO YOU HAVE ANY RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE THE OFFICIATING: DATE

1 Communication between officials is key. There was confusion between officials. 2/22/2018 3:38 PM

2 Bit of confusion in canoe arena. 2/14/2018 7:21 PM

3 Way better than ERCs or any other carnival but still a long way from where it should be 2/14/2018 3:03 PM

4 They need to know the rules before trying to DQ a team for a rule that doesn't exist. Lucky we
know the rules and protested it. Just as well it wasn't under the no protest rule like surf league

2/14/2018 2:55 PM

5 If you hold an event make sure you have enough officials and the right equipment so that
everyone starts from the same point in their lane

2/14/2018 2:19 PM

6 Some were very good but there are a couple who are just rude 2 athletes and managers 4 no
reason

2/14/2018 2:04 PM

7 Not all officials seemed to be briefed on the courses - couldn't answer athlete questions 2/10/2018 1:36 PM

8 As mentioned, in both the beach flags and sprints the athletes were very rushed (due to the event
being hurried along), which wasn't fair on those athletes. The best in the country were racing in
this event, athletes competing at this level should not have their events rushed in order to
complete a time frame

2/9/2018 3:16 PM

9 Difficult to see/hear the starter, no lining up of irbs 2/9/2018 1:15 PM

1 - Poor

2 - Below
Average

3 - Average

4 - Above
Average

5 - Excellent

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1 - Poor

2 - Below Average

3 - Average

4 - Above Average

5 - Excellent
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10 Were a couple of instances where it wasn't the Best. One stage we were told to stand down by
one official then the gun went a second or so after catching us off guard with the canoe on the
ground and is under ready

2/9/2018 9:15 AM
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0.00% 0

0.00% 0

24.39% 20

53.66% 44

21.95% 18

Q24 Please rate the quality of the Event Management at the NZRC:
Answered: 82 Skipped: 24

TOTAL 82

# DO YOU HAVE ANY RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE THE OFFICIATING: DATE

1 Relax. Too many unnecessary rules. People want to enjoy the carnival, officials are going crazy
with power and it’s making it less enjoyable.

2/14/2018 3:03 PM

2 Just be more chill 2/14/2018 2:04 PM

3 Scotty was winging it really which was fair enough. He gave it a good Crack. 2/9/2018 3:10 PM

4 Firmer guidelines as to timing are always appreciated. 2/9/2018 2:04 PM

1 - Poor

2 - Below
Average

3 - Average

4 - Above
Average

5 - Excellent
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10.45% 7

49.25% 33

35.82% 24

4.48% 3

0.00% 0

Q25 In comparison to last year's event, was this year's event a....
Answered: 67 Skipped: 39

TOTAL 67

Significant
Improvement

Improvement

The same as
last year

Worse

Significantly
worse
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Q26 Do you have any suggestions for improving future NZRC events in
the future?

Answered: 19 Skipped: 87

# RESPONSES DATE

1 It would be great if it could be a bit more like the old surf league environment with combined relays
and bigger team events

2/16/2018 8:42 PM

2 No 2/16/2018 11:18 AM

3 MOVE IT AROUND, let the South Island host it 2/16/2018 10:12 AM

4 Have a separate points tally for the surf events,canoe and irb not just an overall winner 2/15/2018 8:01 PM

5 Na fun event :) 2/14/2018 7:34 PM

6 Vests we can keep. The canoe relay if conditions allow. 400m run in a relay is good to watch. Try
and get it televised!

2/14/2018 7:21 PM

7 No 2/14/2018 6:52 PM

8 Not include IRB in the event 2/14/2018 5:50 PM

9 Run at beaches without a massive shore dump when there are plenty of other beaches that can
hold comps

2/14/2018 2:04 PM

10 Reduce the number of competitors overall in a team, make there be more all rounder in the team.
So ski paddlers and a board paddle have to cross over to canoe and a canoe paddler may do irb
too. I think only reduce the number by 3 and that will make it way more exiting. Why not create an
online draft to be called into other regions teams, put it live on the slsnz page to create more of an
atmosphere before the event. Included in the online draft that is videod, shows each teams
greatest needs that havnt been filled by its own region members.

2/13/2018 1:57 PM

11 Arena setup could be done more quickly (it took two hours for the open men board rescue to start,
after we’d been called to marshalling). Bring all finals to one central arena

2/13/2018 1:56 PM

12 No 2/9/2018 3:16 PM

13 More team gear 2/9/2018 3:10 PM

14 Stand alone ,Meaningful event that likes of cory Taylor and Co want to attend. 2/9/2018 3:10 PM

15 It was great to see irb and canoes, a shame boats weren’t there... 2/9/2018 1:37 PM

16 Joining the youth and open competitions would be really cool so race them seperately like this
year but then add the two teams points together, this would create a stronger team atmosphere
within the regions

2/9/2018 1:13 PM

17 Not sure 2/9/2018 8:32 AM

18 Better communication between officals 2/9/2018 8:18 AM

19 Nope 2/9/2018 8:13 AM
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